
Shopping Matters
The Power of Real-time Hotel Rate Intelligence



shop·ping
Verb

to hunt through a market in search of the best buy 
(Merriam – Webster)

Hotel Rate Shopping: The act of reviewing 
hotel rates on various sales channels and 
hotel websites. Rate shopping allows a 
consumer to understand the average rates 
of same categories of room prevailing in 
the market.



Hoteliers update their rates up to 10 times 
a day to secure occupancy levels 

DID YOU

KNOW ?



Business Intelligence =  Understanding Marketplace 

What are your competitors charging for their 
properties?

When are they changing rates or deviating for rate 
compliances?

Where are you placed in relation to your competitive 
set across channels? 

How can you efficiently leverage rates to your best
advantage?



Real-time  = As it is happening

Real-time data is when information is delivered immediately 

after it’s collected’ allowing:

› Instant advantage over competitors;

› Immediate analysis of market trends for dynamic 

response;

› Alerts to risks and opportunities before it is too late

The Power of Real-time



Shopper – real-time competitive rate intelligence

RateTiger Shopper is a comprehensive yet easy to use hotel rate intelligence solution enabling hotels to monitor and analyze rate strategy of 

the competitive set  across multiple hotel websites, third party sales channels and online travel agents (OTA).

Real-time rate data to support room 

pricing decisions

Review marketplace

View gross, net or on-site rate on 

different date range and parameters

Shop multiple parameters

Rate change report to identify 

competitors’ room rate changes

Identify rate movement

Monitor competitor rate movement 

and closed-out dates on OTAs

Monitor your competitors



Astoria Hotel
Dubai

CASE STUDY “Rate parity & accurate inventory management is must to maintain 
your property at par with your competitors, specially clusters like Bur 
Dubai which very are price sensitive. Being heritage property in 
Dubai  was a tough transition period for us to market our self on 
dynamic platforms RateTiger is our most important partner in this 
transition.” 

To compete in the extremely 
competitive Dubai market, Astoria 

needed a solid online revenue 
management strategy using dynamic 
pricing to respond to demand and to 

maximize revenue potential.

Challenge

Using RateTiger Shopper, the team 
simplified tasks including rate parity 
issues, monitoring the competition, 

creating reports and updating online 
rates based on real-time data.

.

Solution

Growth in Online Business

600%

Benefits:
Efficient daily operations
Improved distribution strategy
Deep dive Competition Analysis
Reduced manual processes
Immediate action with real-time inputs



Let’s Get Connected
Contact Us

Why RateTiger by eRevMax?

marketing@erevmax.com

Email

9000+ Accommodation Providers

400+ Online Sales Channels

24/7 Multi-lingual Customer Support

ISO, PCI-DSS, GDPR Certified


